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Abstract

tral characteristics of spoken lyrics to preserve speaker identity
of the user [10].
The methodologies proposed for STS conversion mainly
fall into two categories, namely, model-based and templatebased STS schemes. They differ in the way in which reference prosody is generated for synthesized singing. The modelbased scheme rely on synthetic musical scores (eg: MIDI files)
of songs to model realistic pitch contours as reference prosody
[8]. The template-based scheme extracts pitch contours from
good quality singing templates and utilizes these as reference
prosody [9]. In either case, the spectral characteristics are retained from spoken lyrics of the song by users.
We employ the template-based scheme for STS conversion
in our web platform, NUS Speak-to-Sing. As natural singing
templates are used to extract reference prosody, gross and fine
characteristics of prosody including pitch, vibrato, overshoot,
preparation and fine variations are well preserved in the synthesized singing. Also, we utilized an improved temporal alignment scheme between speech and singing signals, as well as,
a deep-spectral map to transform the spectra of speech to that
of singing, without distorting the speaker identity. Thus we
are able to generate enhanced quality singing vocals from read
lyrics of songs.

Singing like a professional singer is extremely appealing to
the general public. However, many individuals are not able to
sing like a singer who has received formal training over several
years. We develop a web platform, where users can perform
personalized singing synthesis. A user has to read and record
the lyrics of a song in our web platform, and enjoy good quality
singing vocals synthesized in his/her own voice. We perform a
template-based speech-to-singing voice conversion at the backend of the web interface, that uses the prosody characteristics of
the song derived from good quality singing by a trained singer
and retains the speaker characteristics from the respective user.
We utilize an improved temporal alignment scheme between
speech and singing signals using tandem features, and employ
a deep-spectral map to incorporate singing spectral characteristics into user’s voice. The singing vocals are later synthesized
by a vocoder. Using this web platform, we advocate that ‘everyone can sing as they desire’.

1. Introduction
Personalized singing synthesis is an attractive application,
catering to a wide range of population. Many of us desire to
sing our favorite songs, yet unable to do that due to limited
training, inadequate singing capability and various other reasons. It is extremely appealing to have a singing synthesis system, which corrects the faults in our singing and generates good
quality singing vocals in our own voice. This desire is the motivation behind the development of ‘NUS Speak-to-Sing’.
The history of singing synthesis is very rich, ranging from
IBM’s first computer to sing the rhyme ‘daisy bell’ to applications like Vocaloid and Realivox [1–3]. The techniques employed for singing synthesis span from concatenative synthesis
and statistical modeling to WaveNet-based deep learning architecture. Comprehensive studies of techniques utilized in singing
voice processing can be found in [4–6]. However, the majority of existing singing synthesizers are limited to generation of
singing vocals in a set of predetermined voices.
The demand for personalized singing synthesizers stem
from one’s desire to sing. This desire of singing and exhibiting singing talent can be observed from the increasing popularity of applications, like Smule [7]. Towards personalizing singing synthesis addressing this desire of users, speech-tosinging voice conversion was coined [8, 9]. Speech-to-singing
(STS) voice conversion is the task of converting the lyrics of a
song read by a user to good quality singing vocals in the user’s
own voice. The main requirements of STS conversion are (i)
transformation of prosody characteristics of spoken lyrics to resemble those of good quality singing, and (ii) retention of spec-
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2. NUS Speak-to-Sing
The NUS Speak-to-Sing uses template-based scheme for STS
conversion. The block diagram of the template-based STS conversion in NUS Speak-to-Sing is shown in Figure. 1. The lyrics
of a song read by a user (user speech) is converted to singing
vocals (synthesized singing) by employing prosody characteristics obtained from good quality singing template. The templates
database is carefully prepared by including singing templates
corresponding to a set of predetermined songs. These templates
are sung by trained singers in a professional studio environment, and are manually labeled for their sentence boundaries.
The pitch (fundamental frequency (F0) contours) are computed
from the singing templates, which form the reference prosody
for synthesized singing.
The user speech can be recorded in any real-world setting.
The short-time spectra are computed from the user speech and
are used for generating the synthesized singing. However, the
spectra of user speech are not used as they are, owing to the fact
that there exist multiple differences between spoken and sung
spectra of signals of the same linguistic content. The singing
formant, pitch harmonics, modulation of formant frequencies
by pitch harmonics, etc. are some of these spectral differences
between spoken and sung signals. To incorporate the characteristics of singing into spectrum of user speech, we utilize
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3. Conclusions
We present a novel and innovative web platform for STS conversion, namely, the NUS Speak-to-Sing. It is a simple and
user-friendly web platform, where a user can read and record
the lyrics of a song. The web platform synthesizes good quality
singing vocals in the user’s own voice and plays it back with
musical accompaniment. This web platform caters to one’s desire to sing like a trained singer, by taking only the read lyrics
of the song as input. By this web platform, we advocate that
‘everyone can sing’ their favorite songs as they desire.
Figure 1: Template-based scheme for STS conversion in NUS
Speak-to-Sing.
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a deep-spectral map. This map is trained as a deep learning
model using parallel spoken and sung utterances. The spectra of
user speech are transformed using this map to resemble singing
spectra by the same user. The transformed spectral vectors are
then fed into a vocoder, together with reference prosody from
singing template, to generate synthesized singing. The temporal
alignment information between speech and singing is obtained
using dynamic time warping (DTW) executed over a set of tandem features, and is used for combining spectral vectors with
corresponding prosody parameters for singing synthesis [11].
We have currently implemented the template-based STS
conversion as an interactive web platform. A user can log in,
choose a song from our templates database, indicate their gender, and read the lyrics of the song. Our algorithm, hosted in
the server, processes the input speech audio based on the corresponding gender-specific singing template, and generates the
synthesized singing voice as the output. This output singing is
played back, along with musical accompaniment.
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